
FINCANTIERI LAUNCHES “ITARUS”

The semisubmersible floating platform will be used to transport special material

decommissioned by the Russian Navy

Trieste, 19 November 2015 – “Itarus”, the semisubmersible floating platform built by Fincantieri

for the Russian RosRAO, the Federal State Unitary Enterprise for radioactive waste management,

was launched today at the shipyard in Muggiano (La Spezia).

The ceremony was attended, among others, by Angelo Fusco, Fincantieri’s Senior Vice President

Italy Naval Vessels Business Unit, while Rosatom (the Russian Federation national nuclear

corporation) was represented by Oleg Kryukov, Director for Public Policy on Radioactive Waste,

Spent Nuclear Fuel and Nuclear Decommissioning. Godmother of the ceremony was Rosaria

Fausta Romano, General Director of the Italian Ministry of Economic Development’s department

for the electricity market, renewables and energy efficiency, nuclear.

The unit’s construction contract was signed by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development,

RosRAO and Fincantieri in November 2013 during the Italy-Russia Business Forum, held in

Trieste. It follows the 2003 cooperation agreement between the Russian and Italian government for

the decommissioning of nuclear submarines and the safe management of radioactive waste and

nuclear fuel, defined within the framework of the Global Partnership, started in the 2002 G8 summit

in Canada.

“Itarus”, just over 79 meters long, about 29 meters wide with a deadweight capacity of 3000

tonnes, has been constructed in the Integrated Shipyard of Riva Trigoso and Muggiano with the

support of the facility of Palermo, supervised by the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping. The

platform will be used for the transportation of nuclear submarine reactor compartments,

decommissioned by the Russian Navy, from the storage area of Sayda Bay to the Nerpa Shipyard

(and vice-versa), facing the Kola Peninsula in the Barents Sea. The vessel’s maximum draught is

24.5 meters, achievable during the cargo docking, by means of 45 ballast tanks for a total capacity

of 25,000 cubic meters of ballast water, fed by 4 pumps of 2000 cubic meters per hour capacity.

Moreover the vessel will be equipped with living areas, to host a crew of 6 members on board.



* * *

Fincantieri is one of the world's largest shipbuilding groups and number one by diversification and presence in all high

value-added market sectors, having built more than 7,000 vessels in over 230 years of its maritime history. It is world

leader in cruise ship construction and a reference player in other sectors, from naval vessels to cruise ferries, from

mega-yachts to special high value-added vessels, from ship repairs and conversions to offshore vessels. Headquartered

in Trieste (Italy), the Group has almost 20,900 employees, of whom approximately 7,700 in Italy, and 21 shipyards in 4

continents. In 2013 the Group acquired VARD, a company listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange that builds offshore

support vessels for oil & gas exploration and production. Fincantieri has doubled in size to become the West's leading

shipbuilder. Fincantieri operates in the United States through its subsidiary Fincantieri Marine Group (FMG). This

company, which serves important government customers, including the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard, has three shipyards

(Marinette Marine, Bay Shipbuilding, Ace Marine), all located in the Great Lakes region. Fincantieri is present in the UAE

with Etihad Ship Building, a joint venture set up with Al Fattan Ship Industries and Melara Middle East, to design,

produce and sell different types of civilian and military ships as well as perform maintenance and refitting activities.

* * *
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